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Cos we come alive!

Trend setters, come get us
Never grow up cos immature is better
Just let us, please let up
I got my water gun and your gonna get wetter
Boom badoom boom boom boom
Screwing up cos it's cool
We love it so don't judge it
In my shirt pocket I always keep a one hundred

Let's live off the wall, the wall, the wall, the wall
Stand up till we fall, if we break we'll take it all

Cos we run, run for our lives
Run for tomorrow, run for tonight
Cos we run, run till we die
No point in living if we ain't living life (So riot, riot!)
Everybody stand up (It's a riot, riot!)
Put your stupid hands up
Cos we come alive!
Tonight, tonight
(Riot, Riot!)
Cos we come alive!

We on it, most wanted
Got you looking 'round for our fingerprints on it
No comment, just being honest
New world order can't f with us
Boom ba-doom boom boom boom
Don't make us come for you
Rough riders
Dun da da
If you don't give what put 'em up don't knock us

Let's live off the wall, the wall, the wall, the wall
Stand up till we fall, if we break we'll take it all

Cos we run, run for our lives
Run for tomorrow, run for tonight
Cos we run, run till we die
No point in living if we ain't living life (So riot, riot!)
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Everybody stand up (It's a riot, riot!)
Put your stupid hands up
Cos we come alive
Tonight (we come alive!)

If you think we've all gone crazy, how'd you guess?
Going to tear the world apart until there's nothing left.
Let me see your red cups, put em up! Put em up!
If you ever f'd up, so what, put em up!
'Til we in cuffs, cause we never shutting up!

We run!

Cos we run, run for our lives
Run for tomorrow, run for tonight
Cos we run, run till we die
No point in living if we ain't living life (So riot, riot!)
Everybody stand up (It's a riot, riot!)
Put your stupid hands up
Cos we come alive
Tonight
Cos we come alive
Tonight
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